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Coronavirus Communications Overview
Integrity is aware of the continually evolving situation with coronavirus and is proactively taking
steps to ensure the safety of our employees and continuity of critical business functions.
Integrity has proactively provided its partners with tools and resources needed to navigate the
coronavirus outbreak, with information focused on employee health and wellness, prevention,
readiness planning, and frequently asked questions.
Ongoing staff-wide conference calls are occurring to keep employees and partners calm and
updated on chances and potential impacts to their daily work life.
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Communications Calendar
Communications efforts were prioritized against key audiences, including partners, managers and all employees to keep
them informed related to readiness and business continuity plans being implemented for coronvarius.
Communication

Conference Calls & Email
Communications
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• Partner Readiness call
followed up by email SUBJ: “Integrity
Readiness Update”
• All employees email SUBJ: “Important
Health and Safety
Update”
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• Manager’s call
followed by email SUBJ: “Integrity
Manager Readiness
Training Presentation Deck
& Resources”

• Sharepoint invitation via email to any non-active directory
partner managers - SUBJ: “Integrity Manager Readiness –
New Website + More Resources”
• Sharepoint invitation via email to any active directory
partner managers - SUBJ: “Integrity Manager Readiness –
New Website + More Resources”
• All employees call followed by email for Employee
Readiness - SUBJ: “The Integrity Readiness Guide is here.”

Employee Readiness Guide
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Forthcoming

• Provided via email to all employees

Manager’s Readiness
Guide

• Provided via email
to managers

Employee FAQs

• Provided via email
to managers

Manager’s Presentation

• Walked through via
conference call

• Provided via email to managers

Web Conferencing Guide

• Provided via email to managers

Office Signage

• Provided via email to managers

Readiness Online Hub

• Provided via email to managers

• Addition of employee access to
readiness hub
• External site for agent information

Employee Readiness Guide
Overview:
A four page guide provided to
employees that outlines the
latest information on
prevention and treatment,
business travel policies, and
direction should they have
questions or experience illness.
The guide was provided
following an all employees call
introducing readiness plans.
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Manager’s Readiness Guide
Overview:
A seven page guide provided
to Integrity managers that
outlines business continuity
plans, readiness information,
management guidelines, HR
reminders and frequently
asked employee questions.
Distribution followed a
managers training conducted
by members of the Integrity
Readiness team.
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Employee Readiness FAQ

Overview:
Three page FAQ document for managers to
address anticipated questions related to
travel, employee illness, Integrity’s handling
of confirmed cases, office cleaning and
closure, and work from home policies.
Distribution followed a managers training
conducted by members of the Integrity
Readiness team.
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Manager Readiness Presentation

Overview:
Training presented by members of the
Integrity Readiness team to managers,
outlining items covered in the managers
guide.
Content was distributed following the
training to all managers.
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Web Conferencing Guidelines

Overview:
A two page overview on how
leveraging technology can limit
the number of in-person
meetings/interaction through
webinars and web conferencing.
Distribution was completed
after the managers training
conducted by members of the
Integrity Readiness team.
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Reminder Signage
Overview:
Signage provided for the
front-desk/lobby area of each
partner so to avoid
employees/guests from
putting others at risk and to
provide suggestions for
preventing spread.
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Managers Readiness Online Hub (Sharepoint)

Purpose:
Online resource with all
manager readiness
information developed
by Integrity and links to
additional resources,
including real-time
updates from Integrity
and the CDC.
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Employee Readiness Online Hub (Sharepoint)

Purpose:
Online resource for all
Integrity employees
providing them access to
appropriate information,
links to additional
resources, and real-time
updates from Integrity
and the CDC.
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Partner Email

Readiness Update

Purpose:
Communications sent to all
Integrity Managing Partners
following a Partners call,
providing an overview on
Integrity’s business continuity
and readiness planning and
asking for their support.
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Employee Email

Important Health and Safety Update

Purpose:
Email to all employees
providing information on the
virus, including areas of risk,
preventative measures,
questions to guests, and
indicating information will be
forthcoming from Integrity.
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Manager Email

Readiness Training - Presentation & Resources

Purpose:
Distributed to managers
following a Manager’s
Readiness training. This
provided managers the full
presentation, manager’s guide
and answers to frequently
asked questions.
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Manager Email

Readiness Website & Resources

Purpose:
Information to managers
following an all employee call.
This communication provided
links to the Integrity Readiness
manager website, and access
to the downloadable
employee guides and web
conferencing guides.
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Employee Email

Employee Readiness Guide

Purpose:
Information to employees
following an all employee call.
This communication provided
employees access to the
downloadable employee guide.
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Employee Email
CEO Message

Purpose:
Information to employees
following an all employee call.
This communication provided
information about business
continuity as the crisis level has
grown.
View here:
https://vimeo.com/397457489
/d27c918a8b
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Additional Information
Integrity is providing ongoing guidance to our partners as the situation with coronavirus is evolving.
This includes consulting and information on the following topics:
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•

Agent Communications - Proactively providing information to their agents and downlines on
steps they can take to prevent the spread of the disease

•

Thought Leadership - External facing content for partners and agents on how we are
approaching the situation and outlining proactive steps we are asking our employees to take
to ensure the health and safety of employees and clients

•

Business Reassurance – Building confidence with partners by reassuring the continuity of
essential operational functions, including enrollment processing and commission payments

•

Business Continuity - Proactively moving to enable all critical functions within Integrity to be
able to work from home, if needed

